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Date: 20-03-2015 

No:  540-LR-2002 

Dr. Ahmed Shaheed 

UN Special Rapporteur on the Situation of  

Human Rights in the Islamic Republic of Iran  

OHCHR- Palais Wilson 

CH-1211 Geneva 10 

Switzerland 

 

 

Re: Monthly Report on Human Rights Violations in Iran (21 January 2015-19 February 2015) 

 

Dear Dr. Ahmed Shaheed,  

The Iran National Council for Free Elections has prepared the attached monthly report on 

select cases of Humans Rights Violations for February 2015.   

This report provides an overview with a list of newly detained prisoners of conscience 

and references to assault on freedom of opinion and expression, status of prisoners’ of 

conscience, recent executions, violation of children-, women-, ethnic-, and religious 

minorities’ rights, etc.   

We are hopeful that this report will support your investigation on human rights violations 

in Iran.  We appreciate your efforts and offer our unconditional assistance to free all 

prisoners of conscience, and end the practice of torture and the death penalty in our 

beloved homeland.   
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Monthly Report on violation of Human Rights 

21 January 2015- 19 February 2015 

 

The names of the detainees (21 January –19 February2015 ) 

This month, security forces arrested 19 individuals from citizens; with this they violated the right 

to freedom of opinion and expression, a violation of the right to freedom and personal 

security are paid. Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of 

human rights, explicitly said anyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression. Also in 

paragraph 1 article 9 International Covenant on Civil and political rights States: Everyone has the 

right to freedom and personal security are no one may be arbitrarily arrested or detained;. In the 

foregoing paragraph to article 19 States: No one shall be harassed or scared because of his 

ideologies. Paragraph 2 of article 19 adds: everyone has the right to freedom of expression ; This 

right includes the freedom of study and inquiry and the dissemination of information 

and thoughts of every such as no matter whether it is written or oral , printed or released  as art 

work, or by any other means selected by itself. 

The names of the detainees are as follow: 

 Naser            Abdolhosseinzadeh 

 Peyman            Mirzaei 

 Ghasem           Abyat 

 Faramarz         Lotfi 

 Ziaollah          Ghaderi 

 Sorosh           Garshasbi 

 Mehrdad        Amin Vaziri 

 Zanyar           Baghban 

 Ramin           Rezae 

 Ali                Rezae 

 Hatam         Samadi 

 Shahab         Dehvari 

 Mohammad    Mozafari 

 Mona            Mehrabi 

 Elham           Karam Bakhsh 

 Ali                 Shariaati 

 Esami Amin     Hajiloo 

 Araz               Khasenejad 

 Slam Ali         Akbarlo  
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Statistical Report (21 January –19 February  2015) 

 According to the information received by Statistics Division of human rights Commission of 

National Council The Execution statistics on February of this year totaled 54 person Accordingly, 

with these Statistics the number of executions, since the eleventh Government, headed 

by President Hassan Rohani are 1207 people. 

 

 

 

Detailed Report (21 January –19 February2015 ) 

This is a detailed report ahead on the human rights situation from  21 January to19 

February2015, which has gathered by efforts of Human Rights Commission of the National 

Council, cited and complied according to the numerous reports of human rights organizations . 

It is worth mentioning that because Iranian Government do not allow the Human Rights 

organization and other groups to work freely, these reports are not complete reports, and only 

depicts a part of the systematic violation of human rights in Iran. 

  

Executions were carried out
(20.12.2014 - 19-02-2015)

20-12-2014 until 19-01-2015 20-1-2014 until 19-02-2015
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Freedom of opinion and Expression: 

Thursday 22th January  the Conference on the 20th anniversary of Mr. Bazargan passing away 

was cancelled with the notification of Police Bureau of places . 

Tuesday January 27th weekly Journal named Setareh Sobh  due to the release of the letter of Mr. 

Motahari addressed to the judiciary was banned by Court of culture and media. 

Monday January 26th The Manager of Mardom Newspaper Mr Ahmad sattari has arrested by 

court of culture and media , branch 2 ,  because of publishing a headline called I’m Charlie  . and 

has freed by charging him 100 million Toman as  warranty. 

A number of supporters of spirituality Group named Erfan( halghe) ,on Tuesday 27th January 

because no news about the situation of Mohammad ali Taheri the Founder of the group , have 

gathered in front of  the headquarters of the human rights of the judiciary police, which dealt with 

Police forces and  Peyman  Mirzaei has beaten and arrested and has transferred to an unknown 

location. 

Sunday 1st February the manager of weekly Journal Setare Sobh has recognized as guilty with the 

accusation of insulting authorities , in the criminal court (branch 76) by judge Mr siamak  modir 

Khorasani  and with the presence of press jury . and Two News papers Shargh and  Iran have 

accused as offenders by press Jury.  

Also Sunday 1st February Mr Mohammad Ayoob Kazemi one of researchers of hovze and 

university has summoned to the Special court of clergymen. 

Monday 2nd February the Office of  Cyber crime activities of Sepah has accused 12 people by  

having activities in facebook  and has summoned 24  people in this regard. 

Online news paper Homa was banned by the order of second branch of The Court of culture and 

art with accusation of having no license on 3rd February. 

Tuesday 10th February ,The manager of Mehrnameh news paper  In charge of publishing 

the content to promote deviant groups . has accused by The Criminal Court Branch 79 judging by 

Mr Mohammad Reza Mohammadi kashkooli , to pay criminal cash 3 million Toman and one year 

of imprisonment and 2 years Exclusion of press activity was sentenced. 

Monday February 16th  The Journal named Ramz e Oboor, due to a publication the  photo of  Mir-

Hossein Mousavi, was banned according to Tehran Prosecutor's warrant . 

Wednesday February 18th  Mr Ali Shariaati a Civic Activities was arrested by agents of 

the Ministry of  intelligence , at his home. 

Prisoners’  Status :  

Wednesday 21th January Mr  Saeed Razavi the political prisoner of Rajaee Shahr Prison because 

of not handling his cardiac complication by prison officials , he is in hunger strike and he is 

prohibited from visiting.   

Thursday 22th January Mr Mohammad Ali Taheri The Prisoner of conscience , on the  occasion 

of the third month of his recent hunger strike  , he has Transferred  to outside the prison after a 

cardiac complication  and  still not returned to Evin prison and  be kept in an  unknown place. 
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Thursday 22th January Mr. Ali Asghar Mahmoodian the political prisoner of Central branch of 

the Semnan Prison, in spite of his bad Physical condition , the authorities are unresponsive and 

don’t give him a leave permission. 

Friday 23th January  Mr Behfar Khanjani. The Baha’i  Prisoner , in Semnan Prison, due to sending 

a letter to the Head of the entire  prisons in Country , by order of Mr Asiaby the Semnan Attorney 

and also by order of Mr . Arab The General Manager of Semnan’s Prisons , has excluded from 

prisoner visitation and Leave.  

Friday 23th January  Mrs, Zeynab Jalalian who in charge  of communication with Kord Parties is 

sentenced to life imprisonment , has transferred from Kermanshah Prison to Kho’i prison which 

has no Political clauses and she still sufferers  from ophthalmic disease . 

Wednesday 21th January , Mr Mostafa Daneshjoo, the lawyer and the  Gonabadi prisoners’s  right 

activist , without a doctor’s clearance , with the Tehran’s Prosecutor's statement was returned to 

Evin Prison again. 

Saturday 24th January , Prisoners: Mehdi Raeesi, Mansoor Behroozi, Mohammad Shahriyari, 

Ibrahi Ibrahimi, and Rahmat Mokhtari, accused of drugs trade, in Shahab prison , was transferred 

to solitary confinement prior to execution   

Monday 26th January, 133 years prison sentence has confirmed by the order of Supreme Court , 

for prisoners: Mr. masoud Seied Talebi, Fariborz Kardarfar, Amin Akrami pour, Masoud Ghasem 

khani, Mehdi Reyshahri, and Mrs Roya Saberi nejad Nobakht and Mrs, Naghmeh Shahsavandi, 

with the charge of insulting the Islamic Leadership of Iran and the authorities , on facebook  

Tuesday 27th January, The arrest warrant of  ,Mr Yaghma Fashkhami , the reporter of banned 

newspaper named Roozan, was extended . 

Monday 26th January, Mr Mehdi Farahi Shandiz , the political prisoner of Rajaee shahr prison in 

karaj , was sentenced to jail for three years more , with a new filing in The Revolutionary court 

,Branch 15. 

Monday 26th January, Mr. Ali Asghar Mahmoodian the political prisoner of Semnan prison has 

not succeeded to get a Leave permission from prison for attending his Mother’s Funeral.  

Thursday 29th January, Mr . Mohammad Hassan Yousefpour Yousefi , one of the Political 

Prisoners, has affected by Behçet's disease and there is possibility to be blind. 

Wednesday 28th January, the prisoners :Mr.  Ibrahim Fathi , Hakim Shokri,Reza Ghorbani, 

Rahman Ishagh Zehi, and Farid Ghorbani  , from Shahab Prison in Kerman , for drugs trafficking  

, has transferred to solitary cells for the implementation of the Death Sentence for them.  

Sunday 25th January, The Political Prisoner Mr. Ali Ebadi, who has exiled to Sarakhs Prison 

before, on the effect of  blood presser drop, has transferred to Loghman Hospital , and he is not 

good in terms of the Physical situation. 

Friday 30th January,  Mr. Amir Amir GHoli, A student Activist , has transferred from Solitary clause 

no. 209 to the Clause 8 of Evin prison. 
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Sunday 1st February, Mr Majid Jafari Tabar , one of the clergymen’s of  Qom and Yazd, by the 

charge of Apostasy and financial corruption and contact with Jinns, has sentenced to Death 

Penalty along with his wife mrs. Mina Managheb  who was also condemned  by charge of  

participating with his husband, Mean while These two persons are the Grandchildren of 

Ayatollah Sodoghi . Now Mr. Jafari tabar is in a solitary confinement in Langerood prison of 

Kashan for 150 days. 

Friday 30th January, Mr Saeed razavi Faghih a reporter and one of the reformists who has sent to 

hospital for doing heart surgery , all the time was uphold with chains on his hands and his foots, 

and he was banned from any visitation. 

Wednesday 28th January, Mr Fakhredin Faraji , the Political prisoner, of Tabas Prison, who has 

been transferred for doing Lower back disk Surgery , has been returned to the prison again , 

without doing the surgery. 

Tuesday 3rd February, The Political prisoner of Uroomieh Prison , Mr . Ali Ahmad Soleyman, who 

was condemned to death penalty has been transferred to solitary confinement without any 

notice. 

Tuesday 3rd February, The two Political prisoners, Mr. Afshin Bayemani and Mr. Arjang Dawoodi, 

from Ragaee shahr prison in karaj , has been kept in solitary clauses for 15 days while there is no 

news of their conditions.  

Wednesday 4th February, Mr. Ali Ahmad soleyman , the political prisoner has been exiled to 

Tabriz Prison from Uroomieh prison.  

 Tuesday 3rd February, Mr. Gholam Koonani a Civil prisoner of Rajaee shar prison has hanged 

himself in the Clinic of the prison and passed away. 

Saturday 7th February, Mr.Peyman Mirzaee from Supporters of Interuniversal  Erfan (halqhe) 

group, his file is reviewing in the shahid Qudoosi ‘s prosecutor office  3rd branch, by Judge Mr 

Hossein, but they refuse to set him free even by collateral. 

Sunday 8th February, The Political Prisoner of Evin prison,  Mr. Serajedin , Mirdamadi, due to the 

move of a Quiver , in his neck , he is not in a good condition , but the authorities of prison refuse 

to dispatch him to hospital . 

Saturday 7th February, The authorities of karoon Prison of Ahwas have announced to family of 

Mr. Sidad Arjmand a citizen of Uroomieh city ,in charge of having drugs , who were exiled to there 

before, that they will execute their son on 9th February 2015. 

 

Saturday 7th February, Mr. Mohammad Reza PourShajari, In the wake of announcement of a 

hunger strike to protest uncertainty, it has caused him an arrest and file again and has been sent 

to solitary confinement. 

Monday 9th February, Mr. Mostafa Daneshjoo The political prisoner and  the  Gonabadi 

(Daravish) prisoners’s right activist  in Evin Prison, As a result of heart attack was moved to the 

prison  infirmary but was opposed to sending him to a hospital.  
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 Monday 9th February, Mr Sohrab Bahrami , a Civic Activist from Sannandaj, was arrested with 

the Security forces of the city , and has been transferred to an unknown location, while none of 

the authorities is not responsive about his situation. 

Sunday 8th February, Seven of the detainees of Nasir Abad Prison have been transferred to 

Central Prison of Zahedan. 

 Monday 9th February, Mr. Hamid Reza Moradi on of the right activist of Gonabadi Dravish, 

despite of a heart complication, is stripped from drug use. 

Wednesday 11th February, Chief Justice of Kurdistan , has opposed  a therapeutic leave with 

dispatch ,of  the exiled prisoner in Minab Prison,  Mr, Afshin Sohrabzadeh,  despite his colon 

cancer. 

Friday 13th February, after sending the prisoner Mr. Ali Moezi, to a solitary Cell of 8 clause of 

Rajaee Shahr Prison in Karaj which belong to Sepah clauses, still no news of his situation have 

announced. 

Thursday 12th February, Mr.Peyman Mirzaee from Supporters of Interuniversal Erfan (halqhe) 

group, who has been arrested in the protest gatherings in 27th January, has been sent to Rajaee 

Shahr prison in Karaj. 

Tuesday 3rd February, The prison authorities , suddenly has sent Ayatollah Kazemini Broujerdi 

with a ambulance to a hospital , to prevent of visiting him by  judicial Commission members, of 

some parliament members, 

Saturday 14th February, The prisoners who accused by drugs , Mr. Asghar Shaabani and his wife, 

and Mr,Mehrdad Abshirin, for execution were moved to the solitary confinement of Shahab 

prison in Kerman . 

Sunday 15th February, The two Prisoners Mr. Ali Sadeghi And Majid Ghoreishi who charged with 

murder, were moved to the solitary confinement to Central Prison of Bandar Abbas. 

Tuesday 17th February, Judge Salavati has convicted Mr. Akbar Armaki with 10 years in jail. 

Monday 16th February, in the wake of protest of prisoners to force him to get some fresh air, 

some prisoners as: Mr.Amir Amir Gholi, Asoo Rostami, Amir Hooshang Navaei, have been sent to 

solitary confinement, so they started a hunger strike there. Also Mr. Omid Ali shenas, Saeed 

Shirzad, Masoud Arab Nejad, have started a hunger strike in protest of sending their cellmates to 

the solitaries.  

Thursday 19th February, Miss Negar Haery, due to her family beliefs through 

the constitutional group's Mojahedin,(MKO) even after passing  9 months of her temporary 

detention, still has kept in Gharechak Prison of Varamin. 

Thursday 19th February, Mr. Mohammad Ali Taheri the founder of Interuniversal Erfan (halqhe) 

group, who is in Evin Prison, once again has been charged and accused by Spreading Corruption 

on Earth. 
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Thursday 19th February, The political Prisoners of Evin prison: Mr. Saeed Shirzad, Hamid Babaei, 

masoud Arab Choobdar, in the wake of labor protests have been exiled to quarantine tab of  

Rahaee Shahr prison of Karaj, and they are now in hunger strike due to this situation. 

Wednesday 18th February, five prisoners on the charged of murder have been transferred to 

solitary confinements for execution in Shahab prison of kerman. 

Wednesday 18th February, Mr. Reza Sharifi, the prisoner on the charge of murder , of central 

prison in Bandar abbas  , has been transferred to solitary confinement for execution. 

Wednesday 18th February, 6 prisoners accused of security offences in Central prison of Uroomieh 

have been transferred to solitary confinements for execution.  

Student Affairs: 

Monday 2nd February, a group of medical students of Azad University of Qeshm international 

university to protest because of a contract of their university with a non-clinical hospital for 

passing clinical courses , they gathered in front of Islamic parliament. 

Sunday February 1st , Dental graduates from outside the country, in protest against of a test result 

of determining job locations have been gathered in front of Islamic parliament.   

Monday 2nd February, The final year student in international relations, University of Tehran , 

Mr.Khojasteh nia,  because of the educational and economic problems ,has suicide by eating 

Cyanide pills,in front of the Office of the President of the Faculty of law and political sciences . 

Monday 2nd February, Three of Kurd students named: Mr.Poorya Mardookh Rohani,(Mechanical 

Engineering Student), Ahmad Qureishi ( Electric Engineering Student), and Reshad Hajiri (Urban 

Design student) were denied to continue their studies in Master Levels by Ministry of 

intelligence.  

Saturday February 7th, Students living in the dormitories of Tehran University to protest 

the labor and welfare problems were gathered. 

Tuesday 10th February, Zabol medical science University student, Mr.Shahab Dehvari, 

arrested by plainclothes officers, and there is no news about his charges or his place until now. 
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Executions: 

Wednesday 21st January, Three people on the charge of Hostage- taking and murder were 

executed in public in Bonab City. 

Saturday January 24th , Seven Prisoners on the charge of drug trafficking have been executed in 

the prison yard of Minab Prison. 

Wednesday 21st January, Mr. Soleyman Ahmadi , on the charge of drug trafficking, has been 

executed in Isfahan Prison. 

Monday 27th December, Mr. Morteza Ghorbani on charge of Armed Robbery, was hung to death 

in Adel Abad prison of Shiraz.  

Monday January 26th , Three men convicted of rape were hung to death in  Hamedan City. 

Sunday January 25th , Two men on the charge of drug trafficking, has been executed in Arak 

Prison. 

Wednesday January 28th , Mr. Ali Kamalvand convicted with Adultery , has been executed in 

Tehran. 

The only survivor of the accident in Golpayegan which on that killed three Police officers and two 

citizens,  was executed in the place of the accident on Wednesday January 28th 

Thursday January 29th, Mr. Reza Bigham ,convicted with drug trafficking has executed in Kerman 

Prison. 

Wednesday January 28th , a man convicted with murder has executed in Alborz Province. 

Monday February 2nd , a young man convicted with murder in strife has executed in Central 

prison of Mashhad. 

Wednesday 4th February, Mr. Ismail Masoomi, was executed in Adel Abad Prison of Shiraz, who 

was convicted with drugs trafficking. 

Tuesday 3rd February, Two Individuals convicted with drug trafficking , were executed in Central 

Prison of Uroomieh. 

Saturday 14th February, Two men , Named Hamed Kahrazehi, Mobasher Mir balouch Zehi, 

convicted with enmity with God  were executed in Chabahar Prison. 

Saturday 14th February, A prisoner convicted with drug trafficking was executed in Central 

Prison of Rasht. 

Sunday 15th February, Two Prisoners, Mr. Asghar Shabai and Mehrdad Abshirin, convicted with 

drug trafficking were executed in Shahab Prison of Kerman. 

Sunday 15th February, Four Individuals convicted with Robbery and murder , were executed in 

Adel Abad Prison of Shiraz. 

Tuesday February 17th , an Individual, convicted with enmity with God  and murder , was 

executed , in Shiraz. 
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Monday February 16th, Six Individuals, were executed with charge of drug trafficking, in Bam 

Prison. 

Monday February 16th ,  Five Individuals, were executed with  charge of drug trafficking, in 

Central prison of uroomieh. 

Tuesday February 17th , Two individuals, convicted with drug trafficking were executed in Iran 

shar Prison. 

Wednesday February 18th , Three individuals, convicted with Intentional Murder, were executed 

in Rajaee Shahr Prison in Karaj. 

Cultural Cases: 

Wednesday January 28th , Mr. Hasan Damirchi , A master of Azeri traditional music  ,after 

receiving the appreciation from Azarbaijan Country, after his arrivial to Iran his passport was 

taken away from him and questioned two times by intelligence services  of the police 

force and increased pressure on him.  

Guilds Cases: 

Wednesday January 21st , A group of Teachers of Marvan, Baneh and Saqez, Cities, Have gathered 

in front of the city’s Education Department in protest to their economic situation sit in  . 

 

Wednesday January 21ST, A group of teachers of Islam Shahr of Robat Karim and Qouds city of 

Tehran Province, refused to go to classes in protest to their economic situations. 

Wednesday January 21ST, A group of teachers of Shahrood city in Semnan Province have gathered 

in front of the city’s Education Department in protest to their economic situation sit in  

Wednesday January 21ST,Also teachers in Shiraz  , in protest to economic situations refused to go 

to classes. 

Wednesday January 21ST, in integrated action teachers in Qazvin city, In protest against 

the Government's economic policy-making rights payment problems and to delay payment of 

their overtime amounts falling , they sit down. 

Wednesday January 21ST, also the teachers in karaj , Shahryar Alborz cities in protest to economic 

situations refused to go to classes. 

National Minorities: 

Sunday January 25th, Mr. Mohammad Reza Roointan Otoofat , 

National religious activist for his 10-years sentence, was sent to prison. 

Saturday January 24th , Mr. Naser Abdolhossein zadeh, the Civic Activist, in charge of the 

activity regarding maintaining the values of their native language arrested by the police of 

Moghan town and transferred to Meshgin shahr Prison on Sunday January 25th . 
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Tuesday February 3rd,  Mr. Mokhtar Zarei, Political activist in the wake of the 

written summons on charges of acting against National  Security shall be present in revolutionary 

court on 14th February . 

Wednesday February 4th, Mr. Rahim Bakhsh Rigi , a civil individual from Rikpout has been shot 

and killed by police forces ,without any certain reason. 

  Wednesday February 4th, Mr. Ali Rezaei an Azeri  Civic activist was arrested by security agents 

in Tehran Mehrabad Airport and has taken away to an unknown place. 

Thursday February 5th , Basij Forces of Jaleq city in Sistan- Balouchistan, to consider whether 

they are Carrying contraband diesel, They have killed Mr. Ziaodin Rigi by two shots and they shot 

his brother Mr. Zobier Rigi in his foot too. 

Wednesday February 4th, The General Court (Criminal part ),(branch104) of Tabriz Justice Court, 

19 Individuals  Charged with disrupting public order to endure three months and one day of 

imprisonment and sentenced thirty lashes and the sentences are  suspended for a period of 2 

years  

Tuesday February 17th, Amin Hajiloo, Azar Khaseh nejad, and Isalam Ali Akbarloo, were detained 

by Security agents of Kho’i  and transferred to Central prison of Azerbaijan Province on February 

18th. 

Religious Minorities:   

Thursday February 5th, 16 individuals who are  Masters of Erfan Halghe Group , with the charge 

of blasphemy arrested and totally they were  sentenced with 37 years imprisonment and 130 

million Toman reclaiming of money . 

Saturday 31st January , Mr. Navid Haghighi , the Baha’i citizen residing in Arak city , has sent to 

Kerman Prison to spend his three years sentence of  imprisonment . 

Saturday 31st January, Mr. Shahram Falahi Pour , The Baha’i citizen residing in Kerman, 

introduced himself to Kerman prison to spend his three years Discretionary imprisonment . 

Thursday February 5th, Mr. Farokh Baghi a Baha’i citizen residing in Yazd, due to a declaration 

he must introduce himself to Yazd prison for serving his one year discretionary imprisonment 

and one year suspended sentence until February 16th. 

Thursday February 5th, Mr. Mehran Islami , a Baha’i citizen residing in Yazd, due to a declaration 

he must introduce himself to Yazd prison for serving his one year discretionary imprisonment 

and one year suspended sentence until February 16th. 

Thursday February 5th, Mrs. Fariba Ashtari , a Baha’i citizen residing in Yazd, due to a declaration 

he must introduce herself to Yazd prison for serving her Two  year discretionary imprisonment 

and one year suspended sentence until February 16th. 

Friday February 6th, Security guards of Mashhad, have closed a Sunni Seminary school on the city 

and have prohibited 25 professors of that school from teaching.  
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Monday February 9th, Mr. Manouchehr  Kholoosi a Baha’i citizen, in charge of acting against 

security and making propaganda against regime , was sentenced with 6 years in jail , by the third 

branch of the Revolutionary Court in Mashhad,  

Fourteen Baha’i Citizens ,in a coordinated act have arrested in Cities of Tehran and Isfahan on 

February 18th by Security Guards of Sepah Forces. 

The Labors Affairs: 

Tuesday January 27th, 100 workers of Bal Company in Mazandaran Province, are fired by the 

employer without giving convincing reasons. 

Wednesday January 21s , 4 months is that 150 workers for Cast Iron and Steel manufacture , have 

not been paid salaries and are not entitled to the right of safety facilities. 

Sunday January 25th, Despite the change of CEO of  Ilam petrochemical Company , still 100 

terminated  workers who were promised to be return to the work not returned, even their rights 

are denied. 

Monday January26th, 112 workers of Pars Seram manufacturing of Gharchak , Varamin , are fired 

, and  60  others have become jobless by finishing their contracts. 

1000 workers of Tarzeh mines in Coal mines in Eastern Alborz protest in front of Governor’ 

department  for 3 months delayed  salaries and their insurance issues on  Sunday 25th  January . 

Moslem Rashidi the worker of Geleh -Toot Coal and mines Company , Due to the severity 

of injuries in the accident of mine loss ,Thursday, 08 January, Thursday January 29th  passed 

away after 21 days, in Kerman Bahonar hospital , This incident was also injured two others.  

Sunday February 1st ,  80 individuals from old workers of electrical companies in the provinces 

Tehran , Alborz and Qom  in protest to not  deducting  the premium from the side benefits of 

payments that reduce the pension when retirement, have gathered in front of Parliament 

Building. 

The  number of factory workers of  Iron Melting Factory in Ardebil to protest the postponement 

of the  8 months salaries  and indeterminate nature of their work situation, were gathering in 

front of the building of the provincial Governor of Ardabil on 31st January and 1st February. 

200 workers of Khatoon Abad copper melting function Company  in protest to 

the recruitment test held on that place, were gathered from 27 till 29 of January, against the 

Governor of Shahre-Babak city in Kerman . 

Wednesday 28th January, 30 workers of Iron ore mine of Anoomali Shomali , in Bafgh city , To 

protest their  layoffs were gathered in front of the entrance door of the Central iron ore mine . 

Wednesday 28th January, 70 retired factory workers in protest against their legal demands in 

Parsilon Yarn Factory of Khorram -Abad City were gathered in front of the provincial Governor of 

Lorrestan. 

Tuesday January 27th , Cement factory workers of Mehriz Trade in protest against insulting of 

two directors to the factory workers  were shut down the work. 
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Water and wastewater contractor workers of Ahvaz, Tuesday January 27th  , as a protest 

against  4 months withheld wages and withheld their premium were gathered in front of  

the water and sewage Department building in Ahvaz . 

Nine Workers at the Bafgh Yazd iron ore mine that were arrested in fall strikes this 

year Monday February 2nd, due to the Government's complaints were prosecuted. 

Monday February 9th, Mr. Hatam Samadi , a labor activist was arrested 

by  plainclothes officers and was moved to an undisclosed location. 

Wednesday February 4th, Mr. Ribvar Abdolahi, a labor activist and the member of 

the  Coordinating Committee to help labor organizations , In the first branch of the Revolutionary 

Court in Sanandaj was sentenced to one year discretionary imprisonment. 

Sunday February 8th, Mr. Mozafar Salehnia , a labor activist , was interrogated in Ministry of 

intelligence office in Sanandaj.  

Sunday February 8th , Mr. Jamil Mohammadi , one of the members of the board in free union of 

Iran labors, in Tehran Revolutionary Court Branch 15 due to participate in the protest campaign 

and membership in free workers Union , In charge of gathering and collusion was charged later.  

Sunday February 8th, Mr. Jafar Azimzadeh, a labor activist, He was called to the Court by the 

subpoena 

Health and Environment:  

Friday January 30th, The Ahvaz Citizens participated in not coordinated gathering, to protest the 

severe pollution in the air, and call the officials, to solve the problem of tiny-round dust in the air 

of that city.  

Monday February 9th, In Ahvaz, a group of environmental activists in protest to air pollution and 

transferring the water of Karun River ,were gathered in front of the Governor's building. 

 


